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The upper ocean physics component of Ice Station Weddell
(ISW), a field experiment in the western Weddell Sea between
February and June 1992, was designed to obtain a time series of
upper-ocean properties, horizontal and vertical fluxes, velocities,
and shear. Measurements of the upper ocean evolution and
ocean/sea ice interaction are required to test and refine our
existing understanding of the relationship between the large-
scale (easily observed) property distributions, and vertical and
horizontal fluxes.

Here we present some of our initial upper ocean observations.
Other aspects of the upper ocean program are described in
Padman and Levine (this issue) and McPhee et al. (this issue). The
general program is reviewed by Gordon and Lukin (this issue).

One of the more important events to be monitored during the
ice station involved the fall erosion of the seasonal pycnocline. To
our knowledge these are the first observations of the actual

transition of the upper ocean from its summer configuration to its
winter configuration in the ice-covered Weddell region. The
summer configuration was characterized by a relatively thin
surface mixed layer, approximately 35 to 50 meters deep, under-
lain by a relatively weak and thin seasonal pycnocline predomi-
nantly reflecting the seasonal halocline (AS/Az- 0.24psu/25m)
The seasonal pycnocline was underlain by a well preserved
remnant winter mixed layer (approximately 100 to 150 meters
thick) to the permanent pycnocline.

For an average ice growth rate of 7 to 10 centimeters per day
in the 5 percent lead areas, the erosion of the seasonal pycnocline
would require over 100 days. Ackley et al. showed that no net
growth occurred at the base of the existing ice cover during the
period of the ice station, thus ice growth was limited to the lead
areas. However, the erosion was seen to proceed irregularly
through out the drift until late April when the density step across
the seasonal pycnocline was reduced to (AS/Az- 0.03psu/3m)
(equivalent to approximately 14 centimeters ice growth per day
in 5 percent lead area on average since early March if the erosion
was strictly due to local ice growth). At this time a passing storm
provided enough surface mixing to overcome the density step
and complete the erosion. The storm forced the mixed layer to a
depth of approximately 100 meters within a period of a few hours.
The mixed layer restabilized to a shallower depth when the storm
abated. This latter effect may reflect a freshwater input associated
with some melting due to the upward heat flux accompanying
the mixed layer erosion into slightly warmer water. However,
after several days and some oscillation of the mixed layer depth,
the deep winter mixed layer was established to the depth of the
permanent pycnocline (approximately 100 meters).

On 7 April the station drifted over a region stabilized by a
shallow (approximately 18 meters) surface freshwater cap. This
layer was monitored (19 microstructure casts and continuous
turbulence measurements) as the mixed layer reestablished itself
through intense surface mixing to its previous deeper (approxi-
mately 30 meters) level over the next 20 hours. This episode
provides an ideal period for testing our existing surface layer
models.

Throughout most of the drift region, a thick remnant winter
mixed layer was very well preserved (typically less than 0.1 -c
above freezing) beneath the seasonal pycnocline. This suggests
low mixing activity below the surface layer and in general im-
poses strong constraints on the flux rates across the permanent
pycnocline during the period over which the remnant winter
mixed layer has been isolated (since the previous spring melt).

In early April the station drifted over an eddy that displayed
no remnant winter mixed layer, instead having a relatively deep
mixed layer (approximately 65 meters) directly overlaying a
shallow permanent pycnocline. The ice station passed over this
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feature in approximately 8 hours. Large mixing rates were found
throughout the surface layer. We should be able to determine a
plausible source region for this eddy from an analysis of its
temperature /salinity relationship and develop some understand-
ing of the role of such features in the overall horizontal property
fluxes in this region.

Considerable intrusive activity within the permanent
pycnocline was documented throughout the drift (see figure 2 of
Pdman and Levine 1994). The frequently strong vertical prop-
erty gradients at the edges of these intrusions suggests that they
may be responsible for enhancing the diapycnal property fluxes.
The hydrographic profiles through intrusions also indicate the
potential for enhanced fluxes due to double diffusive processes,
even in the absence of the more usual shear-driven mixing.

Padman and Levine (1994) noted an example of double-
diffusive steps through which the modeled vertical heat flux
14ould be several watts per square meter. We will be investigating
tI ie regional distribution of double-diffusive features in order to
determine the importance of this process to water mass modifica-
ti in the western Weddell Sea.

Ackley et al. (1994) reports that the substantial slush layer
e countered at the ice/snow interface was a result of seawater
fl ooding due to the depression of the sea ice by snow loading. The
subsequent freezing of this slush layer at the ice/snow interface

as monitored and reported by Ackley et al. (this issue) as
C ntributing tens of centimeters of ice growth. This method of
acreation, considerably more efficient than that associated with
leat losses through the ice cover, influences the upper ocean

thermodynamic budget by as much as 25 to 30 percent during the
fall. This heat loss significantly improves the efficiency with
which ice is formed and the pycnocline eroded due to the subse-
quent salt rejection. The latter was shown to enter the water
column through the abundant brine channels that were docu-
mented by underwater video footage shot by the Russian dive
team of Mel nikov and Grischenko.

We wish to acknowledge the contributions of Roger Anderson
and Ted Baker who made many of the upper-ocean physics
measurements and set up and dismantled the equipment. Also,
thanks to Arnold Gordon, scientific coordinator; Valery Lukin,
ice station manager; and Jay Ardai, technical coordinator, for
their general contributions to the success of the camp. This work
was supported in part by National Science Foundation grants
DPP 9O-25083(DGM), DPP 91-10422(MGM), DPP 91-10423 (JHM),
and DPP 90-24695 (LP).
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For Ice Station Weddell I(ISW), we executed a field research
program aimed at characterizing the velocity, density, tempera-
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ture, and turbulent structure of the upper ocean under the
multiyear ice pack of the western Weddell Sea. Our primary goal
was to explore the transfer of momentum and heat between the
ice and ocean in this little explored region, which has a poten-
tially important impact on bottom-water transformation and on
the climate of the deep world ocean.

Two approaches were used: First, at the manned ice station,
we deployed an inverted mast with instrument clusters at six
levels from 4 to 24 meters below the ice and ocean interface. Each
cluster measured temperature, conductivity, and three orthogo-
nal components of current velocity 6 times per second. The
instrument frame operated continuously from late March to ear-
ly June 1992.

Second, we also deployed a cluster of unmanned, ARGOS-
transmitting data buoys at site Chris, about 50 kilometers west of
the main camp. Collectively, these buoys include a basic meteor-
ological package, temperature, and conductivity at six levels in
the upper ocean (10,40,70, 120,200,300 meters), a high vertical-
resolution thermistor chain, plus a travel-time acoustic current
meter at 10 meters. The current meter samples horizontal velocity
variance, as well as mean velocity. The buoys were deployed in
early March and are continuing to transmit data by satellite.

Here we present a sampling of results from a preliminary
analysis: one set from the manned station turbulence-cluster
mast during a storm in late March, and the second, a month-
long record of estimated ocean and ice heat flux from the buoy
cluster initially 50 kilometers west of the manned station.

With three-dimensional current structure measured at several
levels, we estimate turbulent flux of momentum by forming a
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